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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET en

Name of product:

FAXE Universal Lye THIX 0251

Type of product: White lye based on vegetable oils, naturel wax, pigments and sodium hydroxide.

Application:  FAXE Universal Lye THIX, is a lye, which slows down the yellowing process of wood in 

a chemical way.

Properties: Lye slows down the yellowing process - can be applied to roller and spray equipment.

Solids: 8 weight % 8 vol. %

Pre-treatment: The wood has to be sanded, clean and dry.

Application:

Method: Recommended viscosity: Thinner:

Industrial roller coater -No thinning required

Spraying -No thinning required

FAXE Universal Lye THIX is made thixotropic so that it can be applied to the roller and spray equipment in 

the industry.

Drying:

Drying time Film thickness - dry

20 - 25 gram / m²Dry to touch 5 hours 20 °C

20 - 25 gram / m²Forced dry 5 minutes 40 °C

System Specification:

1x FAXE Universal Lye THIX

The product has to be stirred before and during use.

After Care:

Subsequently, the surface can be treated with oil, hardwax, Invisioil and the like, depending on the surface and 

the effect you want.

Coverage: Theoretical: 10 m²/ltr.

Storage: Store above 5° C.

Shelf-life: 12 Months in an unopened container

Cleaning: The tools should be cleaned with water.

This information is based on our present state of knowledge and is intended to provide general notes on our 

products and their use. It should not, therefore, be construed as guaranteeing specific properties of the product 

described or its suitability for a particular application. The quality of our products is guaranteed under our General 

Conditions of Sale.
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